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In the first decade of the twenty-first century, video games are an integral part of
global media culture, rivaling Hollywood in revenue and influence. No longer
confined to a subculture of adolescent males, video games today are played by
adults around the world. At the same time, video games have become major sites
of corporate exploitation and military recruitment. In Games of Empire, Nick DyerWitheford and Greig de Peuter offer a radical political critique of such video games
and virtual environments as Second Life, World of Warcraft, and Grand Theft Auto,
analyzing them as the exemplary media of Empire, the twenty-first-century
hypercapitalist complex theorized by Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri. The authors
trace the ascent of virtual gaming, assess its impact on creators and players alike,
and delineate the relationships between games and reality, body and avatar,
screen and street. Games of Empire forcefully connects video games to real-world
concerns about globalization, militarism, and exploitation, from the horrors of
African mines and Indian e-waste sites that underlie the entire industry, the role of
labor in commercial game development, and the synergy between military
simulation software and the battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan exemplified by Full
Spectrum Warrior to the substantial virtual economies surrounding World of
Warcraft, the urban neoliberalism made playable in Grand Theft Auto, and the
emergence of an alternative game culture through activist games and open-source
game development. Rejecting both moral panic and glib enthusiasm, Games of
Empire demonstrates how virtual games crystallize the cultural, political, and
economic forces of global capital, while also providing a means of resisting them.
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Aesthetics of Interaction in Digital Art
An experimental approach to the study and teaching of color is comprised of
exercises in seeing color action and feeling color relatedness before arriving at
color theory.

Cyber-Marx
"Museums at Play" provides an extraordinary and comprehensive international
overview of the development, use and evaluation of games within museum and
cultural contexts, through more than 40 detailed case studies.

Style and Intersubjectivity in Youth Interaction
Brings to light the critical role of noise and error in the creative potential of digital
culture

Fandom
An art-historical perspective on interactive media art that provides theoretical and
methodological tools for understanding and analyzing digital art. Since the 1960s,
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artworks that involve the participation of the spectator have received extensive
scholarly attention. Yet interactive artworks using digital media still present a
challenge for academic art history. In this book, Katja Kwastek argues that the
particular aesthetic experience enabled by these new media works can open up
new perspectives for our understanding of art and media alike. Kwastek, herself an
art historian, offers a set of theoretical and methodological tools that are suitable
for understanding and analyzing not only new media art but also other
contemporary art forms. Addressing both the theoretician and the practitioner,
Kwastek provides an introduction to the history and the terminology of interactive
art, a theory of the aesthetics of interaction, and exemplary case studies of
interactive media art. Kwastek lays the historical and theoretical groundwork and
then develops an aesthetics of interaction, discussing such aspects as real space
and data space, temporal structures, instrumental and phenomenal perspectives,
and the relationship between materiality and interpretability. Finally, she applies
her theory to specific works of interactive media art, including narratives in virtual
and real space, interactive installations, and performance—with case studies of
works by Olia Lialina, Susanne Berkenheger, Stefan Schemat, Teri Rueb, Lynn
Hershman, Agnes Hegedüs, Tmema, David Rokeby, Sonia Cillari, and Blast Theory.

Cyber-Proletariat
Creativity is an innate human impulse, many people believe, something we’re born
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with but too often “grow out of” as adult lives make more and more demands.
Fortunately for us, the creative drive continues to run strong in legendary designer
Brendan Dawes. Habitually alert to the happy accident, and possessed of highly
eclectic interests and a quirky wit, he has happened into his perfect career. Around
this habit–call it a philosophy–of asking, “Why does this have to be this way? What
if . . .,” Dawes has built magneticNorth, an acclaimed Web and interaction design
practice, based in Manchester, U.K. In this unique book, Dawes invites readers
inside a series of his personal projects to get a view of his process--his creative
seeing, making, and playing. He encourages designers to look beyond the normal
tools of their trade to find inspiration in the most unlikely of places: tubs of
children’s clay, anonymous notes, household plumbing fixtures, jazz music, snow
globes, fast-food take-out bags, airport departure gates, and more. Brilliant,
original, and always grounded in the needs of users, Dawes shares both the
techniques he has created and the key lessons he has learned in design: why
comfort is the enemy of creativity; how mistakes can be celebrated instead of
feared, and how to strip design to its purest and most powerful forms. Known
worldwide for his entertaining and inspirational presentations, Dawes now brings
profound insights to a book that is certain to become a classic inspiration for
designers of every type. Brendan Dawes is Creative Director of the interactive
design group magneticNorth, based in Manchester, UK. His clients include the Walt
Disney Co., the BBC, Kellogg’s, and Coca-Cola. Dawes’ work has been featured in
numerous journals, including idN, Creative Review, MacUser, Computer Arts,
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Create, The Guardian, and Communications Arts. He was also featured in New
Masters of Flash and other books, and is the author of Flash ActionScript for
Designers: Dra,g Slide, Fade. Dawes spends much of the year speaking at
conferences around the world, including the HOW Design Conference and
Flashforward .

Digital Play Therapy
This book examines how style and intersubjective meanings emerge through
language use. It is innovative in theoretical scope and empirical focus. It brings
together insights from discourse-functional linguistics, stylistics, and conversation
analysis to understand how language resources are used to enact stances in
intersubjective space. While there are numerous studies devoted to youth
language, the focus has been mainly on face-to-face interaction. Other types of
youth interaction, particularly in mediated forms, have received little attention.
This book draws on data from four different text types - conversation, e-forums,
comics, and teen fiction - to highlight the multidirectional nature of style
construction. Indonesia provides a rich context for the study of style and
intersubjectivity among youth. In constructing style, Indonesian urban youth have
been moving away from conventions which emphasized hierarchy and uniformity
toward new ways of connecting in intersubjective space. This book analyzes how
these new ways are realized in different text types. This book makes a valuable
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addition to sociolinguistic literature on youth and language and an essential
reading for those interested in Austronesian sociolinguistics.

Aesthetics of Interaction in Digital Art
In Making Things and Drawing Boundaries, critical theory and cultural practice
meet creativity, collaboration, and experimentation with physical materials as
never before. Foregrounding the interdisciplinary character of experimental
methods and hands-on research, this collection asks what it means to “make”
things in the humanities. How is humanities research manifested in hand and on
screen alongside the essay and monograph? And, importantly, how does
experimentation with physical materials correspond with social justice and
responsibility? Comprising almost forty chapters from ninety practitioners across
twenty disciplines, Making Things and Drawing Boundaries speaks directly and
extensively to how humanities research engages a growing interest in “maker”
culture, however “making” may be defined. Contributors: Erin R. Anderson; Joanne
Bernardi; Yana Boeva; Jeremy Boggs; Duncan A. Buell; Amy Burek; Trisha N.
Campbell; Debbie Chachra; Beth Compton; Heidi Rae Cooley; Nora Dimmock;
Devon Elliott; Bill Endres; Katherine Faull; Alexander Flamenco; Emily Alden Foster;
Sarah Fox; Chelsea A. M. Gardner; Susan Garfinkel; Lee Hannigan; Sara Hendren;
Ryan Hunt; John Hunter; Diane Jakacki; Janelle Jenstad; Edward Jones-Imhotep; Julie
Thompson Klein; Aaron D. Knochel; J. K. Purdom Lindblad; Kim Martin; Gwynaeth
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McIntyre; Aurelio Meza; Shezan Muhammedi; Angel David Nieves; Marcel
O’Gorman; Amy Papaelias; Matt Ratto; Isaac Record; Jennifer Reed; Gabby Resch;
Jennifer Roberts-Smith; Melissa Rogers; Daniela K. Rosner; Stan Ruecker; Roxanne
Shirazi; James Smithies; P. P. Sneha; Lisa M. Snyder; Kaitlyn Solberg; Dan
Southwick; David Staley; Elaine Sullivan; Joseph Takeda; Ezra Teboul; William J.
Turkel; Lisa Tweten.

The Interaction Field
What if schools, from the wealthiest suburban nursery school to the grittiest urban
high school, thrummed with the sounds of deep immersion? More and more people
believe that can happen - with the aid of video games. Greg Toppo's The Game
Believes in You presents the story of a small group of visionaries who, for the past
40 years, have been pushing to get game controllers into the hands of learners.
Among the game revolutionaries you'll meet in this book: *A game designer at the
University of Southern California leading a team to design a video-game version of
Thoreau's Walden Pond. *A young neuroscientist and game designer whose
research on "Math Without Words" is revolutionizing how the subject is taught,
especially to students with limited English abilities. *A Virginia Tech music
instructor who is leading a group of high school-aged boys through the creation of
an original opera staged totally in the online game Minecraft. Experts argue that
games do truly "believe in you." They focus, inspire and reassure people in ways
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that many teachers can't. Games give people a chance to learn at their own pace,
take risks, cultivate deeper understanding, fail and want to try again—right
away—and ultimately, succeed in ways that too often elude them in school. This
book is sure to excite and inspire educators and parents, as well as provoke some
passionate debate.

Handling Digital Brains
New Media: A Critical Introduction is a comprehensive introduction to the culture,
history, technologies and theories of new media. Written especially for students,
the book considers the ways in which 'new media' really are new, assesses the
claims that a media and technological revolution has taken place and formulates
new ways for media studies to respond to new technologies. The authors introduce
a wide variety of topics including: how to define the characteristics of new media;
social and political uses of new media and new communications; new media
technologies, politics and globalization; everyday life and new media; theories of
interactivity, simulation, the new media economy; cybernetics, cyberculture, the
history of automata and artificial life. Substantially updated from the first edition to
cover recent theoretical developments, approaches and significant technological
developments, this is the best and by far the most comprehensive textbook
available on this exciting and expanding subject. At www.newmediaintro.com you
will find: additional international case studies with online references specially
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created You Tube videos on machines and digital photography a new ‘Virtual
Camera’ case study, with links to short film examples useful links to related
websites, resources and research sites further online reading links to specific
arguments or discussion topics in the book links to key scholars in the field of new
media.

The Place of Play
"fMRI tesearchers do not sit passively staring at computer screens but actively
involve their bodies in laboratory practice. Discussing fMRI visuals with colleagues,
scientists animate the scans with gestures and talk as they work with computers.
Alač argues that to understand how digital scientific visuals take on meaning, we
must consider their dynamic coordination with gestures, speech, and working
hands. These multimodal interactions, she suggests, are an essential component of
digital scientific worksScientific practices in the fMRI lab demonstrate thinking that
engages the whole lived body and the world in which the body is situated. The turn
toward the digital does not bring with it abstraction but a manual and embodied
engagement. The practical and multimodal engagement with digital brains in the
laboratory challenges certain assumptions behind fMRI technology; it suggests our
hands are essential to learning and the making of meaning." --From jacket
description.
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Digital Play
In this romp through the changing landscape of nineteenth- and twentieth-century
American toys, games, hobbies, and amusements, senior historian of technology
Carroll Pursell poses a simple but interesting question: What can we learn by
studying the relationship between technology and play? From Playgrounds to
PlayStation explores how play reflects and drives the evolution of American
culture. Pursell engagingly examines the ways in which technology affects play and
play shapes people. The objects that children (and adults) play with and play on,
along with their games and the hobbies they pursue, can reinforce but also
challenge gender roles and cultural norms. Inventors—who often talk about
"playing" at their work, as if motivated by the pure fun of invention—have used
new materials and technologies to reshape sports and gameplay, sometimes even
crafting new, extreme forms of recreation, but always responding to popular
demand. Drawing from a range of sources, including scholarly monographs, patent
records, newspapers, and popular and technical journals, the book covers
numerous modes and sites of play. Pursell touches on the safety-conscious
playground reform movement, the dazzling mechanical innovations that gave rise
to commercial amusement parks, and the media’s colorful promotion of toys,
pastimes, and sporting events. Along the way, he shows readers how technology
enables the forms, equipment, and devices of play to evolve constantly, both
reflecting consumer choices and driving innovators and manufacturers to promote
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toys that involve entirely new kinds of play—from LEGOs and skateboards to
beading kits and videogames.

Noise Channels
We are all fans. Whether we log on to Web sites to scrutinize the latest plot turns in
Lost, “stalk” our favorite celebrities on Gawker, attend gaming conventions, or
simply wait with bated breath for the newest Harry Potter novel—each of us is a
fan. Fandom extends beyond television and film to literature, opera, sports, and
pop music, and encompasses both high and low culture. Fandom brings together
leading scholars to examine fans, their practices, and their favorite texts. This
unparalleled selection of original essays examines instances across the spectrum
of modern cultural consumption from Karl Marx to Paris Hilton, Buffy the Vampire
Slayer to backyard wrestling, Bach fugues to Bollywood cinema ̧ and nineteenthcentury concert halls to computer gaming. Contributors examine fans of high
cultural texts and genres, the spaces of fandom, fandom around the globe, the
impact of new technologies on fandom, and the legal and historical contexts of fan
activity. Fandom is key to understanding modern life in our increasingly mediated
and globalized world.

SAGE Handbook of Play and Learning in Early Childhood
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Whilst poetry and fiction have been subjected to extensive linguistic analysis,
drama has long remained a neglected field for detailed study. Vimala Herman
argues that drama should be of particular interest to linguists because of its form,
dialogue and subsequent translation into performance. The subsequent interaction
that occurs on stage is a rich and fruitful source of analysis and can be studied by
using discourse methods that linguists employ for real-life interaction.
Shakespeare, Pinter, Osborne, Beckett, Chekhov, and Shaw are just some of the
dramatists whose material is drawn upon. Each chapter contains a theoretical
section in which major concepts of each framework are explained before the
relevance of the framework to dramatic discourse is analyzed and explored using
textual examples. This book will be of interest to undergraduates and
postgraduates studying in the areas of literary linguistics and stylistics, or anyone
specialising in the relationship between the text and performance.

The New Media of Surveillance
"It's official: excessive "internetting," smartphoning, and social media make us
miserable. But it doesn't have to be that way. Over the last decade, recognized
journalist Blake Snow rigorously researched, tested, and developed several
connectivity strategies for finding offline balance in an online world, which resulted
in this, his first book. In Log Off: How to Stay Connected after Disconnecting, Snow
passionately, succinctly, and sometimes humorously explains how to hit refresh for
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good, do more with less online, live large on low-caloric technology, increase
facetime with actual people, outperform workaholics in half the time, and tunefully
blend both analog and digital lives with no regrets. If the "offline balance
movement" is real, this is its playbook." -- Back Cover

Digital Minimalism
The utopian promise of the internet, much talked about even a few years ago, has
given way to brutal realities: coltan mines in the Congo, electronics factories in
China, devastated neighborhoods in Detroit. Cyber-Proletariat shows us the darkside of the information revolution through an unsparing analysis of class power and
computerization. Dyer-Witheford investigates how technology facilitates growing
polarization between wealthy elites and precarious workers. He reveals the class
domination behind everything from expanding online surveillance to intensifying
robotization. At the same time, he looks at possibilities for information technology
within radical movements.

Interaction of Color
Internet Studies has been one of the most dynamic and rapidly expanding
interdisciplinary fields to emerge over the last decade. The Oxford Handbook of
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Internet Studies has been designed to provide a valuable resource for academics
and students in this area, bringing together leading scholarly perspectives on how
the Internet has been studied and how the research agenda should be pursued in
the future. The Handbook aims to focus on Internet Studies as an emerging field,
each chapter seeking to provide a synthesis and critical assessment of the
research in a particular area. Topics covered include social perspectives on the
technology of the Internet, its role in everyday life and work, implications for
communication, power, and influence, and the governance and regulation of the
Internet. The Handbook is a landmark in this new interdisciplinary field, not only
helping to strengthen research on the key questions, but also shape research,
policy, and practice across many disciplines that are finding the Internet and its
political, economic, cultural, and other societal implications increasingly central to
their own key areas of inquiry.

Digital Culture, Play, and Identity
Visualization has become a valuable means for data exploration and analysis.
Interactive visualization combines expressive graphical representations and
effective user interaction. Although interaction is an important component of
visualization approaches, much of the visualization literature tends to pay more
attention to the graphical representation than to interaction. The goal of this work
is to strengthen the interaction side of visualization. Based on a brief review of
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general aspects of interaction, we develop an interaction-oriented view on
visualization. This view comprises five key aspects: the data, the tasks, the
technology, the human, as well as the implementation. Picking up these aspects
individually, we elaborate several interaction methods for visualization. We
introduce a multi-threading architecture for efficient interactive exploration. We
present interaction techniques for different types of data e.g., multivariate data,
spatio-temporal data, graphs) and different visualization tasks (e.g., exploratory
navigation, visual comparison, visual editing). With respect to technology, we
illustrate approaches that utilize modern interaction modalities (e.g., touch,
tangibles, proxemics) as well as classic ones. While the human is important
throughout this work, we also consider automatic methods to assist the interactive
part. In addition to solutions for individual problems, a major contribution of this
work is the overarching view of interaction in visualization as a whole. This includes
a critical discussion of interaction, the identification of links between the key
aspects of interaction, and the formulation of research topics for future work with a
focus on interaction.

Museums at Play
This book highlights the multiple ways that digital technologies are being used in
everyday contexts at home and school, in communities, and across diverse
activities, from play to web searching, to talking to family members who are far
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away. The book helps readers understand the diverse practices employed as
children make connections with digital technologies in their everyday experiences.
In addition, the book employs a framework that helps readers easily access major
themes at a glance, and also showcases the diversity of ideas and theorisations
that underpin the respective chapters. In this way, each chapter stands alone in
making a specific contribution and, at the same time, makes explicit its
connections to the broader themes of digital technologies in children’s everyday
lives. The concept of digital childhood presented here goes beyond a sociological
reading of the everyday lives of children and their families, and reflects the various
contexts in which children engage, such as preschools and childcare centres.

Analog In, Digital Out
To make sense of the world, we’re always trying to place things in context,
whether our environment is physical, cultural, or something else altogether. Now
that we live among digital, always-networked products, apps, and places, context
is more complicated than ever—starting with "where" and "who" we are. This
practical, insightful book provides a powerful toolset to help information architects,
UX professionals, and web and app designers understand and solve the many
challenges of contextual ambiguity in the products and services they create. You’ll
discover not only how to design for a given context, but also how design
participates in making context. Learn how people perceive context when touching
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and navigating digital environments See how labels, relationships, and rules work
as building blocks for context Find out how to make better sense of cross-channel,
multi-device products or services Discover how language creates infrastructure in
organizations, software, and the Internet of Things Learn models for figuring out
the contextual angles of any user experience

Games of Empire
Video games have been a central feature of the cultural landscape for over twenty
years and now rival older media like movies, television, and music in popularity
and cultural influence. Yet there have been relatively few attempts to understand
the video game as an independent medium. Most such efforts focus on the earliest
generation of text-based adventures (Zork, for example) and have little to say
about such visually and conceptually sophisticated games as Final Fantasy X,
Shenmue, Grand Theft Auto, Halo, and The Sims, in which players inhabit
elaborately detailed worlds and manipulate digital avatars with a vast—and in
some cases, almost unlimited—array of actions and choices. In Gaming, Alexander
Galloway instead considers the video game as a distinct cultural form that
demands a new and unique interpretive framework. Drawing on a wide range of
disciplines, particularly critical theory and media studies, he analyzes video games
as something to be played rather than as texts to be read, and traces in five
concise chapters how the “algorithmic culture” created by video games intersects
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with theories of visuality, realism, allegory, and the avant-garde. If photographs
are images and films are moving images, then, Galloway asserts, video games are
best defined as actions. Using examples from more than fifty video games,
Galloway constructs a classification system of action in video games, incorporating
standard elements of gameplay as well as software crashes, network lags, and the
use of cheats and game hacks. In subsequent chapters, he explores the overlap
between the conventions of film and video games, the political and cultural
implications of gaming practices, the visual environment of video games, and the
status of games as an emerging cultural form. Together, these essays offer a new
conception of gaming and, more broadly, of electronic culture as a whole, one that
celebrates and does not lament the qualities of the digital age. Alexander R.
Galloway is assistant professor of culture and communication at New York
University and author of Protocol: How Control Exists after Decentralization.

New Media
How the most successful businesses are creating value and igniting smart growth
Most businesses today focus on competition and disruption instead of
collaboration, participation, and engagement. They focus on transactions instead
of interactions. They seek to optimize or extract value rather than share it. They
build assets and thrive on enormous scale, huge distribution networks, and brand
recognition. But then along comes a rival that doesn't care much about your brand
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and your other assets, and it either rushes past you or mows you down. In The
Interaction Field, management expert and professor Erich Joachimsthaler explains
that the only way to thrive in this environment is through the Interaction Field
model. Companies who embrace this model generate, facilitate, and benefit from
data exchanges among multiple people and groups--from customers and
stakeholders, but also from those you wouldn't expect to be in the mix, like
suppliers, software developers, regulators, and even competitors. And everyone in
the field works together to solve big, industry-wide, or complex and unpredictable
societal problems. The future is going to be about creating value for everyone.
Businesses that solve immediate challenges of people today and also the major
social and economic challenges of the future are the ones that will survive and
grow.

The Game Believes in You
The spread of new surveillance technologies is an issue of major concern for
democratic societies. More ubiquitous and sophisticated monitoring techniques
raise profound questions for the very possibility of individual autonomy and
democratic government. Innovations in surveillance systems require equally
innovative approaches for analyzing their social and political implications, and the
field of critical communication studies is uniquely equipped to provide fresh
insights. This book brings together the work of a number of critical communication
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scholars who take innovative approaches to examining the surveillance dimensions
of new media technologies. The essays included in this volume focus on interactive
networks, computer generated imagery, biometrics, and intelligent transport
systems as sites where communication and surveillance have become virtually
inseparable social processes. This book was originally published as a special issue
of The Communication Review.

Rules of Play
World of Warcraft is the world's most popular massively multiplayer online game
(MMOG), with (as of March 2007) more than eight million active subscribers across
Europe, North America, Asia, and Australia, who play the game an astonishing
average of twenty hours a week. This book examines the complexity of World of
Warcraft from a variety of perspectives, exploring the cultural and social
implications of the proliferation of ever more complex digital gameworlds. The
contributors have immersed themselves in the World of Warcraft universe,
spending hundreds of hours as players (leading guilds and raids, exploring
moneymaking possibilities in the in-game auction house, playing different factions,
races, and classes), conducting interviews, and studying the game design--as
created by Blizzard Entertainment, the game's developer, and as modified by
player-created user interfaces. The analyses they offer are based on both the
firsthand experience of being a resident of Azeroth and the data they have
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gathered and interpreted. The contributors examine the ways that gameworlds
reflect the real world--exploring such topics as World of Warcraft as a "capitalist
fairytale" and the game's construction of gender; the cohesiveness of the
gameworld in terms of geography, mythology, narrative, and the treatment of
death as a temporary state; aspects of play, including "deviant strategies" perhaps
not in line with the intentions of the designers; and character--both players'
identification with their characters and the game's culture of naming characters.
The varied perspectives of the contributors--who come from such fields as game
studies, textual analysis, gender studies, and postcolonial studies--reflect the
breadth and vitality of current interest in MMOGs.Hilde G. Corneliussen and Jill
Walker Rettberg are both Associate Professors of Humanistic Informatics at the
University of Bergen, Norway.

Understanding Context
Play engages humans cognitively, emotionally, and physically at all ages. Using a
historical framework, and focusing on play as represented by material artifacts
such as toys and games, this book explores play as a form of somatic engagement
that reflects cultural attitudes about development and learning as these have
evolved over time in western culture. Theorists in the twentieth century such as
Klein and Winnicott, Huizinga and Callois, Piaget, Bruner and Vygotsy brought
different perspectives to our understanding of play’s role in our society. In
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particular, Vygotsky’s theories about process provide insight into how children
attend to learning and assimilate new information. The increasing use of digital
media as both an entertainment and learning environment at ever-younger ages,
is generating new discussions about the nature and value of play in children’s
development, in particular, physical, or somatic play. The emphasis on games
intended for children necessitates a discussion of the cognitive, behavioral, and
neuroscience that supports play activities and physical engagement as a crucial
aspect of development. The book then looks at the trajectory of digital games in
contemporary culture and explores whether these artifacts (whether intended for
learning or entertainment) have extended or are curtailing boundaries of somatic
engagement. Finally, the book discusses alternative play and game design and,
speculates on the future of new media play artifacts.

Digital Childhoods
Critically examining the fears that commonly surround young children's play
involving digital technologies, this book seeks to address each of the negatives and
present the positive possibilities of technology when it comes to early childhood.
Using observations of children in play and cutting-edge research, this book will
empower students and build their confidence so that they are able to challenge
perceptions and think creatively about how they can use technology. Each chapter
includes case studies, research spotlights, activities and annotated further reading
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to help students develop their critical thinking, deepen their research and connect
theory with practice.

Inventing the Medium
A fascinating, eclectic analysis of the changing geographies of play in
contemporary society.

Digital Play in Early Childhood
The college application processâ€”which entails multiple forms, essays, test
scores, and deadlinesâ€”can be intimidating. For students without substantial
school and family support, the complexity of this process can become a barrier to
access. William G. Tierney, Tracy Fullerton, and their teams at the University of
Southern California approach this challenge innovatively. Using the tools of online
games and social media, they have developed ways to make applying for college
much less intimidating. While the vast majority of college students use social
media and gaming in their everyday lives, colleges and universities have been slow
to recognize and harness the power of either. Postsecondary Play explores the
significance of games and social media in higher education, and particularly how
they can be used to attract, retain, educate, and socialize students. Tierney, a past
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president of the American Educational Research Association, has gathered some of
the best research on the emerging role of games and social media in the classroom
and how these tools can boost student confidence and increase college access.
Scholars writing from a wide variety of disciplinesâ€”college access, social media,
game studies, and learning sciencesâ€”provide concrete examples to illustrate the
new and complex ways in which students learn in response to social media and
games. Tierney and the contributors find that, although games can be powerful
tools for encouraging underserved students, quality game design and mastering
the concept of playâ€”the ability to develop skills while engaging in the
gameâ€”are essential in the effective use of serious games in teaching and
learning. Summarizing a decade of research in game design and learning,
Postsecondary Play will appeal to higher education scholars and students of
learning, online gaming, education, and the media.

Dramatic Discourse
Interactive art: definition and origins -- Interaction as an aesthetic experience -The aesthetics of purposeless behavior: play as a boundary concept -- The
aesthetics of interaction in digital art -- Case studies.

Interaction for Visualization
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A Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) is a distributed, virtual reality designed
to support collaborative activities. It is a topic of increasing interest to large global
corporations, where work teams are often distributed over a large geographic area.
Aimed at anyone involved in researching the design of tools for supporting
distributed teams of workers, it helps the reader understand the latest technology,
state-of-the-art research, and good working practice. Among the topics covered
are: systems aspects of CVEs; user centered aspects of environment design; and
methodologies for iterative evaluation and design.

Digital Divisions
In the digital age, schools are a central part of a nationwide effort to make access
to technology more equitable, so that all young people, regardless of identity or
background, have the opportunity to engage with the technologies that are
essential to modern life. Most students, however, come to school with digital
knowledge they’ve already acquired from the range of activities they participate in
with peers online. Yet, teachers, as Matthew H. Rafalow reveals in Digital Divisions,
interpret these technological skills very differently based on the race and class of
their student body. While teachers praise affluent White students for being
“innovative” when they bring preexisting and sometimes disruptive tech skills into
their classrooms, less affluent students of color do not receive such recognition for
the same behavior. Digital skills exhibited by middle class, Asian American
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students render them “hackers,” while the creative digital skills of working-class,
Latinx students are either ignored or earn them labels troublemakers. Rafalow
finds in his study of three California middle schools that students of all
backgrounds use digital technology with sophistication and creativity, but only the
teachers in the school serving predominantly White, affluent students help
translate the digital skills students develop through their digital play into
educational capital. Digital Divisions provides an in-depth look at how teachers
operate as gatekeepers for students’ potential, reacting differently according to
the race and class of their student body. As a result, Rafalow shows us that the
digital divide is much more than a matter of access: it’s about how schools
perceive the value of digital technology and then use them day-to-day.

Making Things and Drawing Boundaries
Avatars at Work and Play brings together contributions from leading social
scientists and computer scientists who have conducted research on virtual
environments used for collaboration and online gaming. They present a wellrounded and state-of-the-art overview of current applications of multi-user virtual
environments, ranging from highly immersive virtual reality systems to internetbased virtual environments on personal computers. The volume is a follow-up to a
previous essay collection, ‘The Social Life of Avatars’, which explored general
issues in this field. This collection goes further, examining uses of shared virtual
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environments in practical settings such as scientific collaboration, distributed
meetings, building models together, and others. It also covers online gaming in
virtual environments, which has attracted hundreds of thousands of users and
presents an opportunity for studying a myriad of social issues. Covering both
‘work’ and ‘play’, the volume brings together issues common to the two areas,
including: What kind of avatar appearance is suitable for different kinds of
interaction? How best to foster collaboration and promote usable shared virtual
spaces? What kinds of activities work well in different types of virtual environments
and systems?

Postsecondary Play
In this highly readable and thought-provoking work, Nick Dyer-Witheford assesses
the relevance of Marxism in our time and demonstrates how the information age,
far from transcending the historic conflict between capital and its laboring
subjects, constitutes the latest battleground in their encounter. Dyer-Witheford
maps the dynamics of modern capitalism, showing how capital depends for its
operations not just on exploitation in the immediate workplace, but on the
continuous integration of a whole series of social sites and activities, from public
health and maternity to natural resource allocation and the geographical
reorganization of labor power. He also shows how these sites and activities may
become focal points of subversion and insurgency, as new means of
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communication vital for the smooth flow of capital also permit otherwise isolated
and dispersed points of resistance to connect and combine with one another.
Cutting through the smokescreen of high-tech propaganda, Dyer-Witheford
predicts the advent of a reinvented, "autonomist" Marxism that will rediscover the
possibility of a collective, communist transformation of society. Refuting the
utopian promises of the information revolution, he discloses the real potentialities
for a new social order in the form of a twenty-first-century communism based on
the common sharing of wealth.

Avatars at Work and Play
In a marketplace that demands perpetual upgrades, the survival of interactive play
ultimately depends on the adroit management of negotiations between game
producers and youthful consumers of this new medium. The authors suggest a
model of expansion that encompasses technological innovation, game design, and
marketing practices. Their case study of video gaming exposes fundamental
tensions between the opposing forces of continuity and change in the information
economy: between the play culture of gaming and the spectator culture of
television, the dynamism of interactive media and the increasingly homogeneous
mass-mediated cultural marketplace, and emerging flexible post-Fordist
management strategies and the surviving techniques of mass-mediated marketing.
Digital Play suggests a future not of democratizing wired capitalism but instead of
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continuing tensions between "access to" and "enclosure in" technological
innovation, between inertia and diversity in popular culture markets, and between
commodification and free play in the cultural industries.

Gaming
About ordering and building information, in games, libraries, encyclopedias. Meant
for anyone "whose work involves shaping new digital artifacts and the systems of
behavior in which they are embedded".

Cognitive Aspects of Human-Computer Interaction for GIS
Digital Play Therapy focuses on the responsible integration of technology into play
therapy. With a respect for the many different modalities and approaches under
the play therapy umbrella, this book incorporates therapist fundamentals, play
therapy tenets, and practical information for the responsible integration of digital
tools into play therapy treatment. Written in a relatable manner, this book provides
both the foundation and practical information for confident use of digital tools and
brings play therapy, and therapy in general, forward into the 21st century. Digital
Play Therapy provides a solid grounding both for clinicians who are brand new to
the incorporation of digital tools as well as to those who have already begun to
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witness the powerful therapeutic dynamic of digital play therapy.

From Playgrounds to PlayStation
'This Handbook offers diverse perspectives from scholars across the globe who
help us see play in new ways. At the same time the basic nature of play gives a
context for us to learn new theoretical frameworks and methods. A real gem!' Beth Graue, Department of Curriculum and Instruction, Wisconsin Center for
Education Research, USA Play and learning scholarship has developed considerably
over the last decade, as has the recognition of its importance to children’s learning
and development. Containing chapters from highly respected researchers, whose
work has been critical to building knowledge and expertise in the field, this
Handbook focuses on examining historical, current and future research issues in
play and learning scholarship. Organized into three sections which consider:
theoretical and philosophical perspectives on play and learning play in pedagogy,
curriculum and assessment play contexts. The Handbook's breadth, clarity and
rigor will make it essential reading for researchers and postgraduate students, as
well as professionals with interest in this dynamic and changing field. Liz Brooker is
Reader in Early Childhood in the Faculty of Children and Learning at the Institute of
Education, University of London. Mindy Blaise is an Associate Professor of Early
Childhood Education in the Department of Early Childhood Education at the Hong
Kong Institute of Education. Susan Edwards is Associate Professor in Curriculum
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and Pedagogy at Australian Catholic University. This handbook's International
Advisory Board included: Jo Aliwood, The University of Newcastle, Australia Pat
Broadhead, Leeds Metropolitan University, Australia Stig Brostrom, Aarhus
University, Denmark Hasina Ebrahim, University of the Free State, South Africa
Beth Graue, Wisconsin Center for Education Research, USA Amita Gupta, The City
College of New York, CUNY, USA Marjatta Kalliala, University of Helsinki, Finland
Rebecca Kantor, University of Colorado Denver, USA Colette Murphy, Trinity
College, Dublin, Republic of Ireland Ellen Sandseter, Queen Maud University
College of Early Childhood Education, Norway

Physical Play and Children’s Digital Games
The book is dealing with recent progress in human–computer interaction (HCI)
related to geographic information science (GIS). The Editorial starts with an
overview about the evolution of the Internet and first HCI concepts and stimulates
recent HCI developments using 3D and 4D apps, running on all mobile devices with
OS Android, iOS, Linus, and Windows. Eight research articles present the state-ofthe-art in HCI–GIS-related issues, starting with gender and age differences in using
indoor maps via the estimation of building heights from space to an efficient
visualization method for polygonal data with dynamic simplification. The review
article deals with progress and challenges on entity alignment of geographic
knowledge bases.
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Collaborative Virtual Environments
Meaningful play - Design - Systems - Interactivity - Defining games - The magic
circle - Defining rules - Rules on three levels - The rules of digital games - Games
as systems of uncertainty - Games as systems of information - Games as
cybernetic systems - Games as systems of conflict - Games as the play of
experience - Games as the play of meaning - Games as the play of simulation Games as cultural rhetoric - Games as cultural resistance - Games as cultural
environment.

The Oxford Handbook of Internet Studies
A uniquely critical study of video gaming that blends perspectives from political
economy, cultural studies, and communications theory.
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